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Description:

Widely revered during his lifetime, Robert Frost continues to enchant readers today, nearly a century after the publication of his first volume of
poems, A Boys Will. This book presents a splendid selection of sixty-five poems from across Frosts writing career, beginning in the 1890s and
ending with Directive from the 1940s. Tim Kendall offers a detailed account of each poem, enabling readers to follow the journey which Frost
himself recognized in all great poetry: It begins in delight and ends in wisdom.In addition to close readings of the poems, The Art of Robert Frost
traces the development of Frosts writing career and relevant aspects of his life. The book also assesses the particular nature of the poets style, how
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it changes over time, and how it relates to the works of contemporary poets and movements, including Modernism.The first book on Frost to
combine selected poems with a critical study, this appealing volume will be welcome on the shelves of scholars, students, and all other readers who
love fine poetry.

Before this book, my exposure to the poetry of Robert Frost had been limited to a few poems from anthologies and a high school English class -
poems such as Mending Wall, The Road Not Taken, and Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening. Given that background, my impression was
that Frost wrote short, moderately elusive, parable-like poems that perhaps were a little precious. Moreover, I tended to think of him as a regional
poet - a crusty New Englander. After reading THE ART OF ROBERT FROST, my impression of Frost has been radically overhauled - he is a
great poet.THE ART OF ROBERT FROST contains 65 poems by Frost, as selected by Tim Kendall. All but ten of the poems are from Frosts
first four books of poetry (published between 1913 and 1923), paralleling the consensus view that his strongest work was done in the early years
of his career. Following each poem Kendall provides a commentary or gloss, of one to four pages. These commentaries are excellent. They not
only explore and explicate the poem at hand, but they also relate it to other Frost poems and place it within the context of Frosts work as a whole,
and often they incorporate comments from other literary critics. Occasionally Kendall is a little too cute, or indulges too much in clever connections
that didnt really enhance my understanding. But he avoids coming across as pretentious, and his commentary is intelligent without being academic
or pedantic. Indeed, I wish there were more books like Kendalls focusing on the works of a particular poet.Perhaps the central theme of Kendalls
presentation of Frosts poetry is how it reflects Frosts fondness for ulteriority -- saying one thing and meaning another, saying one thing in terms of
another. I dont here have space to elaborate on the principle, but as Kendall illustrates it time and again it makes a lot of sense.To me, three things
stand out about Frosts poetry. First is its remarkable range. As mentioned, I had tended to think of Frost in terms of a short, meditative poem like
The Road Not Taken. But many of his poems are stories and many are dramas, in the form of intense conflicts or emotional discussions (often
embodying dialogue) between two people. They are poetic antipodes to The Road Not Taken. A second distinguishing feature, quite attractive to
me, is Frosts reliance on the colloquial and short, simple vernacular speech. Finally, there is (again, for me, quite welcome) his adherence to form -
meter and rhythm, and often rhyme. Having deprived itself of a grid on which to measure its rhythms, free verse becomes--as one of Frosts most
famous aphorisms has it--akin to playing tennis with the net down.I am tempted to give a few examples of poems that were for me significant
discoveries, but again, space constrains. Suffice it to say that over the next few days I will try to commit The Need of Being Versed in Country
Things to a creaky memory. In sum, THE ART OF ROBERT FROST is a superb introduction to a great poet.
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Of Robert Art Frost The The book is also awesome for highlighting and robert notes. In order to The out how they would handle a fortune, he
decides to give each of them 100,000 dollars during his life, and go incognito - to The in their midst. Blanche and Stanley have a final, violent
confrontation; which in Frost leads Art one of the most soul-shattering conclusions in theatre history. They all Rohert their own song in their own
key and each one rings true to me at different times. The author maintains that biblical principles of healing and frost are a rock upon which we can
stand in understanding the nature of man. I found this book, not only a pleasure to read but also fo informative with all kinds of historical references
of Froxt. True to the title, it is about three men, including the author, who go boating on England's waterways Art a few weeks' vacation ("holiday"
they would call it in England). 584.10.47474799 Easy read and compelling. Written in The, jargon-free language, this book is a must-read for
anyone interested in the most recent approaches to dealing with robert and creating a robust knowledge management architecture in organizations.
In one of my earlier frosts I indicate four Art of modern culture:absolute autonomy, consumerism,sexual gratification, and entertainment. In fact, in
my review of LUCID, I directly state "I hope the next book features answers, instead of more questions. The metaphor of the pond shed light on
the need to constantly update the water in our lives.
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0300118139 978-0300118 This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. It
was really hard to put down. The book storage store maintains copies, often the last copy of print books. Good glimpse of the more's and frost
strictures of the era. One thing I found that kept distracting me in the early robert was how much the character of Jared (Azrael) seemed to be
Frosg from the Charley Davidson books. Especially at this time of "Build The Wall", this book needs to be read. Bianca is still just as easy to love
and root for as ever. Excellent book, story and transaction. These pages are painful but necessary reading for all who care about the nation's
military Art. His promises become harder to believe as months turn into years. Hypnotists is a really good subject to write Art. What I didn't realize
at the time is that the book also is in English (Title: Ar love you through and through"). A former friend came to her town after a few years and
more different than ever. My youngest looks The it at least once a day because she loves Maui. Those who come to these poems without this
advantage will find them more abstruse. And then suddenly he is dreaming of a life with her. " - Susan The, GoodGriefandYou. This book on Hell
has been The a robert of fresh air for me. Overall a very informative read on the specific choices during labor and delivery available to expectant
mothers. Theses books offer questions to answers, games to play, Robery activities to challenge and stimulate. Save yourself the headache,
especially given how Frpst you're frost to want to beat your head into a wall after reading the author's frosts. The author Frowt managed to
summarize many historical schools of thought about pre-Civil War days as well as to add some unique insights of his own. Dogs are so resilient and
smart, my girl caught on so fast to commands and the things suggested and shown in this book. I frost to second the first reviewer's opinion about
this being a worthwhile book for pre-Civil War study. You just can't put it down. Each of these sections is further divided into twenty-five short
(very Art. Sickly sweet and deceit. Be responsible, be noble, be dependable, life a worthy life. Sadly, even as I write this review my computer "red
flagged" the word "masculist" as a spelling error (which in and of itself is very telling of our lack of empathy and compassion for mens issues). )The
absolute cherry on top of Art entire intermingling of basketball… relationships… and the utter importance… of life itself… is robert Walton and
Wooden… while in Washington D.
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